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The project in a nutshell
Rationale: Establishing a national imaging data collection of specimens of Australia’s unique fauna
• Millions of physical animal tissue specimens are held in national bio-sample collections
• Modern volumetric imaging facilities (MRI, CT, etc.) capture many of their morphometric and fuctional features
• A widely accessible archive for these datasets generates an invaluable permanent resource for research and education

Short term goal: Transform a pre-existing collection of brain image volumes into a national data resource
• Locally stored MRI and CT iamge volumes from several neuroevolutionary projects.
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Structural

• Resourced and acquired in collaboration with various bio-sample collections (Museums
and Conservation societies)
(Brain) tissue specimens

Long-term goal: A national platform
for general animal tissue specimens
• Consistent storage of data from
various sources and different imaging
modalities.

‘Functional’

• General metadata descriptors for
images from preserved collection
specimens
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Key issues

when establishing a FAIR database of animal tissue images for collection specimens

• A broad stakeholder community (incl. Museums and conservation societies) has a clear need for a platform to
archive and share volumetric image data from animal tissue specimens in their bio-sample collections
Metadata requirements for data-mining
• In Aus no dedicated flexible platform or framework for this purpose exists
• Key requirements on the way to a national specimen
imaging platform:
1. Consistent and flexible metadata framework
• with standardized but extensible metadata types providing clear
tags to allow for flexible searches under various aspects and
machine interoperability
• including definitions of a wide range of image and non-image
related information on multiple levels.

• accommodating the wide range of imaging modalities and data
formats used for collection digitization and image storage

2. A database platform/infrastructure implementing the metadata
framework to make the image data ‘FAIR’
• All existing platforms tend to have a very rigid data model,
restricting flexibility in data storage and data-mining
• A platform with a data model dedicated to specimen imaging is
needed with image specific search and visualization capabilities

Imaging related Info
• Instruments/modalities
• Acquisition Information
• Image/data quality
• Image Processing/provenance
• Numerical results from image
assessments
• Annotations (anatomy, etc.)
Specimen related Info
• Past and present locations
• History and condition
• Sample preparations

Image formats
• 2D, 3D, 4D
• Volumes: Dicom, nifti…
• Planar [fotos]: tif, jpg…
• Surfaces: vtk, stl, pty…

Animal related info
• Taxonomy
• Demographics
• Specimen
sampling/collection
•
Living environment
Other information from related DBs:
• Genetic
• Biodiversity
• Histology

Lessons learned
First steps towards a national specimen image repository
Goal 1: General metadata descriptors for
images from preserved collection specimens
• Specification of a dedicated XML schema for metadata structures
for general images of specimen from museum collections
• Definition of a metadata hierarchy and XML datatypes for generic
imaging instruments, acquistions and evaluations and dedicated
specifications for for MRI and CT instruments/acquisitions.
XML-schema Data types

• Conclusion and future work: The metadata definition provides general
and extensible descriptors for animal specimen images from collections. A
national metadata standard should be established among the various
stakeholders – best achieved in a national working group.

Goal 2: A demonstrator national brain imaging
database for preserved collection specimens
• Design of an XNAT based public image repository of brain and skull
specimens from museum collections
• Implementation of modifications to accommodate collection data
• Platform extension with purpose built metadata types
• Metadata collation and upload of pre-exisiton research datasets

• Database is publicly accessible via secure web access under URL
https://aussiebrain.unsw.edu.au/. Users can register on the website.
• Currently holds 50+ brain datasets from marsupials, monotremes
and maritime mammals.

• Conclusion and future work: XNAT archive vastly improves FAIRness of
our brain imaging data, allowing for data-mining and international research
collaboration. However, the XNAT data model is restricted, which limits the
platform’s adapatability for specific needs for imaging data from collections.
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